Abstract—This paper sublimates experiences in using Open Command Environment for Analysis (OCEAN) for teaching IC design at University of Niš. IC design requires a lot of repetitive analysis needed to get better insight into possibilities of a new or unknown process. Since design automation implies usage of appropriate software environment, one such environment known as OCEAN will be considered. Basic guidelines and techniques for exploiting it will be given. Concrete example will demonstrate usefulness of the platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRONIC design automation (EDA) proves to be inevitable when designing complex systems such as integrated circuits (IC). Even more, pre tape-out verification of the chip is impossible without utilizing some form of design automation environment. Therefore a rapid changes in IC industry provokes leading EDA and Computer Aided Design (CAD) software providers to respond with a verity of versatile verification/simulation environments. Now days it is not sufficient only to purchase and master adequate solver tools (simulator) when designing a complex mixed-signal ICs. Instead one needs to adopt some EDA platform. Accordingly sound knowledge of scripting language for target EDA software is quite useful and practically obligated in skill arsenal of an IC designer. This paper has a purpose to give insight into one EDA solution and provide basic guidelines for exploiting it. Lack of information covering this topic was the primer motive for the authors of this paper. IC industry standard Open Command Environment for Analysis (OCEAN) propagated by EDA/CAD software provider Cadence® is explored. Nevertheless techniques presented here can be applied in any other EDA platform. At the end this work will result in concise tutorial for circuit design engineering community.

The goal of this section is to give brief insight into OCEAN scripting. OCEAN is primarily intended to automate analog IC circuit design. More about experience in using complete Cadence® Design System (CDS) can be found in [1]. From programming point of view OCEAN can be thought of as a subset of Lisp based SKILL language [2]. In other words SKILL is a proprietary dialect of Lisp provided by Cadence®. Lisp is well known as pioneer language used in early EDA/CAD tools since considered suitable enough to perform the task at that time [3]. According to [4] it is still attractive for solving problems in the field. This is important to emphasize because dealing with OCEAN requires at list familiarity with SKILL and Lisp syntax [5]. Fortunately OCEAN is tailored from SKILL exactly to match the designer’s needs. Namely it provides tight integration between standard design data base entities of CAD tools such are libraries, cells and views (already familiar to the designer) and the powerful scripting/programming engine. This paradigm allows one to efficiently explore design behavior or confirm it’s functionality under various conditions all in one step. For this convenience designer has to invest additional intellectual effort which will be paid of at the end with robust design and saved time. Since OCEAN contains only commands targeted towards simulation and results manipulation learning curve is quite upwards steep.

According to [6] OCEAN script has a rather simple structure depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. OCEAN script structure.
Practically set of scripting commands can be roughly divided into three subsets.

Simulation Set-up Commands are used to declare target design data base and simulator setup options. This implies items like top-level netlist and model libraries location, analyses to be run, the nets and currents to be saved, simulator option values, additional circuit stimulus etc.

The second subset i.e. Simulation Run Commands serves to invoke simulator and monitor simulation process. Here start and stop simulation events are detected.

Third subset named Data Access is utilized to perform desired calculations, print information and plot waveforms. The frequently used commands/functions form all three sub sets are surmised in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Command name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ocnWaveformTool, design, resultsDir, modelFile, analysis, paramAnalysis, save, stimulusFile, envOptions, desVar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>run, paramRun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>results, outputs, openResults, getResults, getData, v, pv, ocnPrint, plot, ocnYvsYplot, hardCopy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detailed description of these commands is documented in [6] and [7] and it is far beyond scope of this paper. Here we only outlined them and explained their purpose while application will be demonstrated on concrete example in the following section.

At this point it is instructive to give guidelines for organizing working environment and writing clean scripts. Along the way some useful SKILL functions will be mentioned and explained as a side effect.

When dealing with scripts it is important to properly organize work environment i.e. to create appropriate directory tree. This is very important since a number of files are usually generated after script execution. Example of well organized directory tree is illustrated in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. OCEAN script structure.](image)

In Fig. 2 OCEAN is the root working directory. Directories named models, scripts and test-bench contains model libraries, OCEAN scripts and design top-level netlists, respectively, while results will store simulation results. Once defined all created scripts should appreciate this tree structure. This way scripts are easy to maintain and port.

It is important to emphasize that OCEAN/SKILL is not strongly typed language. Precisely speaking everything is referred to as symbol rather then variable with associated type. This means that symbol inherits its type from the value assigned to it. Example in Fig. 3 illustrates this property.

In Fig. 3. symbol x is first defined as a list containing string “str”, symbol d and a real number of a value 10. Then it becomes a string value “string”. This is done by using SKILL function strcat for concatenation of strings. Therefore first element of the list, x previously was, is concatenated with string “ing” and the result is assigned to x. One should note that, since originate from Lisp, SKILL supports Polish notation for function calls. Function nth is called in the standard way i.e. passing the list of arguments. Type is changed again when equating with symbol g. Finally x becomes an integer value 10. This example shows that special care has to be taken when assigning values to a symbol since there is no strong type constraint like in conventional procedural languages (e.g. C).

Bearing in mind these concepts and guidelines one can develop a custom OCEAN script according to it’s circuit need. As promised earlier, automation process will be demonstrated on concrete example in section that follows.

### III. Automation Example

Example presented in this section will consider one rather simple design task. The goal is to extract small-signal gain of a basic, 350nm process node, MOS devices. For fast hand calculation one can use (1)

\[ A_{vw} = \frac{2LV}{V_{ov}} , \]

where \( V_{ov} \) stands for transistor overdrive voltage \( (V_{GS} - V_{TH}) \), \( L \) represents device channel length and \( V_{E} \) represents process dependent parameter expressed in volts over meters [7]. This process parameter can be thought of as an equivalent for the Early voltage of bipolar transistor. It is well known that \( V_{E} \) parameter cannot be accurately estimated because it strongly depends on technology process. Therefore the standard way for calculating small signal gain is simulation. Even more it is advisable to explore its behavior for different bias conditions and channel lengths. This clearly implies multiple parametric analyses. Both types i.e. P and N type of the devices has to be examined. Accordingly one needs to simulate two different
test-benches. Finally, obtained results must be presented in proper way i.e. waveforms plots. To perform this relatively simple task only by using simulator and hand calculator is already tedious, error prone work. Problem becomes more serious for big and complex mixed signal designs where a large number of different scenarios must be covered.

Test-bench used for calculating small-signal voltage gain of N-MOS device is shown in Fig. 4.

![Circuit for calculating small-signal gain](image)

**Fig. 4.** Circuit for calculating small-signal gain.

Circuit in Fig. 4 provides possibility of sweeping two bias parameters. One is referent voltage, \( V_{\text{ref}} \), and the other is bias current, \( I_{\text{bias}} \). Practically this circuit tries to mimic real working conditions of MOS device when used in analog e.g. amplifying circuit. Operational amplifier is described as an ideal with not to high DC gain (about 100) in order to reduce simulation time. This setup should force drains-source voltage to follow \( V_{\text{ref}} \) changes while \( I_{\text{bias}} \) is held constant defining appropriate gate-source voltage. On the other hand positive feedback system maintains nearly constant drain-source voltage (equal to \( V_{\text{ref}} \)) while sweeping the \( I_{\text{bias}} \). Therefore two scenarios are examined, constant bias current with swept voltage and vice versa. Same topology is used for P-MOS device but with reversed bias conditions. Furthermore all this should be repeated for different channel lengths. Therefore three channel lengths are picked \{0.8, 4.8, 9.6\}\( \mu \)m. First is quite typical staring channel length in analog applications. It is chosen to be two times the minimal (0.4\( \mu \)m) in target technology. Second is moderate and third is a bit extreme, twenty four times minimal. For sake of simplicity same lengths are adopted for both types of MOS devices. Width of the N-MOS is ten times while for P-MOS is twenty times the length in order to diminish carrier mobility difference.

To perform discussed task custom OCEAN script is written. It is completely presented in Fig. 5 through 7.

As one can see in Fig. 5 first block of script code declares a number of useful variables. Practically a set of lists is defined. These are used for holding design/model/results paths, sweep parameters/sources and its default values, pattern strings and flags. This way script is readable and easy to maintain.

Functional part of the script is presented in Fig. 6. Here one can see how the automation process is performed. Basically it is implemented with two nested foreach loops. The first loop controls which device is simulated i.e. N or P type and it is passed twice i.e. once for each device. Second loop also has two passes. It controls which type of analysis to run. First voltage \( (V_{\text{ref}}) \) and than current \( (I_{\text{bias}}) \) dc-sweep is preformed for three values of channel length parameter at 27\( ^\circ \)C temperature. Since \( I_{\text{bias}} \) change covers large range, [1\( \mu \)A, 1mA], it advances logarithmically in 10 points per decade. It should be mentioned that all settings regarding design/model locations, simulator options, design variables has to be defined before calling analysis and paramRun (or just run for non-parametric analysis) commands.

Finally the rest of the code covers small-signal gain calculation and various ways of saving/presenting results. It is shown in Fig. 7. Firstly, small-signal transconductance, \( g_m \) and drain-source admittance, \( g_{ds} \), are extracted from results data base of parametric DC-sweep analysis using the \( v \) function. Then small-signal gain is calculated as a ratio of \( g_m \) and \( g_{ds} \). Gain values obtained this way are far more precise then one with hand calculation therefore giving the better
insight into behavior of the circuit under consideration. Finally the results are stored in the textual file with scientific notation, hard copied in vector graphics (Encapsulated Post Script) and plotted on the screen with dedicated waveform tool (viva).

All values extracted from the data base are classified as waveform objects and can be plotted using `plot` functions. Besides simple waveform arithmetic (division, summation, multiplication) OCEAN also supports more sophisticated functions like integration, differentiation and Discrete/Fast Fourier Transform.

### IV. Simulation Results

The previously explained automation process results with a set of waveforms. Fig. 8 presents N-MOS small-signal gain dependence on drain-source voltage when bias current is constant for various device channel lengths. The same results for P-MOS device are shown in Fig. 9. As expected for typical and moderate channel lengths N-MOS device provides better amplification of small signal voltage then P-MOS device. For extreme channel lengths this advantage fades away.

Similar behavior is evident when observing small-signal gain versus bias current with reference voltage held constant at 1.65V i.e. half of power supply voltage 3.3V. Again, larger the channel length higher the gain is. One could note in Fig. 10 that for N-MOS device, with typical channel length, gain exhibits a local maximum at approximately 20µA.
Extreme channel lengths gain curves are lightly dent at higher bias currents (100μA).

Unlike the N-MOS, P-MOS gain curves preserves half-parabolic shape regardless of channel length. In this case N-MOS device wins P-MOS over whole range of bias currents for all values of channel lengths.

Fig. 11. Small-Signal Gain versus Bias Current for P-MOS.

Obtained results are valuable to a circuit designer since provide important information about key design parameter in target technology. Myriad of other design parameters can be derived using presented script as a template to start with.

V. CONCLUSION

It is known that circuit designers often repel to use programming scripting languages and this paper should encourage them to incorporate one in its engineering practice. Each professional CAD tool supports some kind of scripting language therefore why not to exploit tool’s full capabilities. Author’s goal was to bring closer this topic to the circuit design engineering community and provide constructive tutorial.

The paper covered usage of industry standard EDA platform and emphasis importance and motive to use one such software solution. Characteristics and properties of OCEAN scripting language are discussed. Guidelines of proper script writing and organizing work environment are given, as well. Often used SKILL specific functions are explained. Potential errors such those concerning type casting are pointed out.

Application of OCEAN script on concrete, educational example is demonstrated. Reader is guided through custom written OCEAN script which implements desired automation procedure. Script functionality is discussed in detail. As a result a set of waveforms giving the insight into circuit behavior are presented and commented.
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